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It must be the jacket

As I was taking Noun and Noun orders, something caught my Noun . I don't know if

it was the yellow jacket or the way that Noun - Plural interacted with him... It may have been that

Noun of his... It may have been his excitement or how I instantly felt his Noun ... But then

again, it was a very yellow jacket.

Now that jacket brings me in and close to him. His Noun reaches out and Noun - Plural with

mine as we Verb - Non 3rd Person Singular Present . His other Noun has a grasp on the Noun

without a problem, but it also has a Noun on my heart. It doesn't matter what we're doing or where

we're going, I am guaranteed to Verb every Noun with him. There's so much Noun in

the Noun , but it won't be anything less than Adjective with him there in my life. There are over

Number Number Noun - Plural on this Noun , but here I am with the one that

matters the most. He's the last Noun I think of when I'm about to sleep, and the first on my mind as I

wake up. He doesn't need that yellow jacket to stand out from the Noun . But then again, what a yellow

jacket.
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